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I was not in need of a visa to enter Ethiopia.

I was not in need of a visa to enter Ethiopia.

I was not in need of a visa to enter Ethiopia.

Travel Insurance

Yellow Fever



online banking and credit cards

direct communication with my host institute director

The support I got both from münster and my host institution was very satisfying. the
coordinators were just an email away for all the questions we were having and my host
institute staff was very welcoming.



Very important preparations.
1. Know about the country and your host institution
2. schedule your research stay well so that you know what you will do once you are there.
3. Register your laptop on entrance to the country to the custom office

Knowing the research group and the academic activities like the kind of journal clubs and
weekly seminars is very important. creating contact with some one preferably junior
research group member is helpful because your supervisor will definitely be busy to show
you the routine stuff in the host university

Well, It is a good initiative and it must continue.



I was lucky that I know some of the staff members before and the integration was not
difficult. the best way to make integration faster is to join other social activities in addition
to your research activities.



Was a good accommodation.

It was a good hosting institute with a welcoming staff members. Some of the challenge in
infrastructure was the intermittent Internet access and power fluctuation, rarely though.
Overall, It was a recommended place.



Outstanding support with weekly meetings and personal phone calls.



  

 

 / yes, ____________ €. 

Well in many ways
1. Staffs in my host institute give more attention to teaching than research.
2. Most of the projects are small scale and I saw that every one has its own project instead
of many researchers working on one big project like münster.
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1. Collect data for EMR evaluation research
2. Work in my host institute research culture by attending seminars and journal clubs

3. get research and travel experience in a different setting

The best experience I had in my academic career.

1. The data collection and analysis team is very outstanding where i learn on using
different statiticl tools
2. The journal club and seminar papers were great.
3. I participated in a project funding proposal writing team and it was the best experiance
for me

I was lucky that I was not having many worst experiences but the bad flue I got as soon as
I arrive was scary.



  

The timing was perfect for me. I do what I plan and want to do.

When we think of this kind of travel, we mostly plan to travel either to America or other
European universities. From my experience, traveling to African institutions also give
different and life time experience and I advice perspective applicants to consider to travel
to African institutions.


